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Abstract-This paper is dealing with the problem of general conditions for the existence of the 
anticausal stabilizing solution to the discrete reverse-time Riccati equation. The connection between 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently general conditions for the existence of the stabilizing solution to the discrete-time Riccati 
equation (the time-variant case) have been established in [l]. 
In the present, paper, the same problem is considered for the anticausal stabilizing solution to 
the discrete reverse-time Riccati equation. The theory is developed in terms of the reverse-time 
Kalman-Szegii-Popov-Yakubovich system. Of major importance is a particular form of such a 
system usually called the “positivity form.” Connections between the existence of the anticausal 
stabilizing solution to the reverse-time Kalman-Szeg&Popov-Yakubovich system in the “positivity 
form” and the y-contracting property of the 12-input-output operator of an internally stable linear 
system are emphasized as one of the relevant applications of the developed theory. In fact, the 
paper generalises, for the time-variant discrete case, the results given in [2] and [3]. 
2. THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK AND STATEMENT 
OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Among the remarkable objects of our study, the following nonlinear discrete-time system 
Rk + Bk*xk+l& = v,*vk, 
Lk + &*&+I& = wk*vk, 
&k + &*&+lAk - & = wk*wk 
(1) 
will be considered. Here, Ic ranges the whole ring of integers Z and Ak E IWnXn, Bk E Rnxm, 
Qk = Qk* E RnX”, Lk E R”‘“, RI, = &* E RmX”, v, E IIBmXm, w, E ItgmXn and XI, E Rnxn. 
By lwPxq, we denote the ring of p x q matrices with real entries and the superscript * denotes 
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the transposed of a given matrix. The initial data for (1) are the matrix sequences (Ak)k_Z, 
P%hEZ’ (Q&z, WkEz~ Wic~z which are assumed to be bounded (on Z), i.e., there exists a 
constant CO such that [IAkII + llBk[l + l\Q~cll + l/Lkll + [l&II < co for all k E Z. The unknowns are 
gathered in the sequence of triplets (X,, Vk, Wk)kEZ. 
The system (1) is termed as the Kalman-SzegGPopov-Yakubovich (KSPY) system. It origi- 
nated in the so-called positivity theory developed by Popov [4] and Yakubovich [5], and represents, 
as we shall see later, a very suitable form of writing the different versions of the discrete-time 
Riccati equation (DTRE). We term (1) as the KSPY system in the “positivity form.” 
We are interested in finding bounded on Z solutions to KSPY system (1) with additional 
properties with respect to the evolutions of the linear time-variant discrete system 
xk+l = &X1, + &Uk. (2) 
Here, 21, E R”, uk E IWm are the state and the control input, respectively. In order to be more 
specific, let us recall some preliminary notions which are very familiar in the control system 
theory. To this end, let us first introduce the evolution operator (or the state transition map) Sij 
associated with the matrix sequence (&)kEZ. It is defined as 
{ 
I, i = j, 
Sij = Ai-lAi_2 . . . Aj, i > j, (3) 
AiAi+l.. .Aj_1, i < j. 
In fact, for the (free) causal eVOlUtiOn Xk+l = AkXk, k E z, we can write Xi = SijXj, V i 2 j, 
while for the anticausal evolution Xk = &xk+l , k E Z, we have xi = Sijxj V i < j. We 
shall say that (Ak)kEz defines a causal (anticawal) exponentially stable (ES) ((AES)) evolution 
if there exist p 2 1 and 0 < q < 1, such that IlSijII 5 p&j, Vi 2 j, (IlSijll 2 pqjmi, Vi 5 j). 
If Ak is invertible for all k and (Ak-l)kez defines an AES evolution, we shall say that (Ak)kEZ 
defines an antistable (AS) evolution. We shall say that uk = FkXk, for (Fk)kEZ bounded defines a 
causal stabilizing (antistabilizing) feedback for (2) if (Al, + BkFk)kEZ defines an ES (AS) evolution. 
Similarly, uk = FkXk+l, for (F&_Z bounded, defines an anticausal stabilizing feedback for 
Xk = AkXk+l + BkUk (4 
if (Ak + &Fk)kEZ defines an AES evolution. At this stage, notice that if (Ak-l)kez is well 
defined and bounded, (2) can be converted in the anticausal form (4), i.e., 
xk = Ak-‘Xk+l - Ak-lBkUk. (5) 
In this last case, anticausal stabilizing feedback provides AES evolution for (&-l(I - BkFk))kCZ. 
Moreover, if (1 - BkFk)-l exists, then ((I - BkFk)-lAk)kez defines an AS evolution. 
Now we are ready to introduce the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. The sequence (xk, vk, Wk),& is called a stabilizing (antistabilizing) solution to 
the KSPY system (1) if it is bounded and (1) is fulfilled for it, and in addition: Xk = Xk*, 
( (Xk-l)kEZ) is well defined and bounded, (Vk-l)kE- is well defined and bounded and for Fk = 
-Vk-lwk, uk = Fkxk defines a causal stabilizing (antistabilizing) feedback for (2). I 
REMARK 1. Assume that vk-’ exists for all k E Z. By simple computation performed on (l), 
vk and wk can be eliminated and the following equation 
Xk = &*Xk+l& - (Lk + Ak*Xk+lBk)(Rk + Bk*X k+lBk)-l(Bk*&+dk + Lk*) + Qk (6) 
is obtained. One can easily recognize that (6) is exactly the usual DTRE. A stabilizing 
(antistabilizing) solution to (6) is a symmetric bounded on z solution (Xk)kez, ((Xk-‘) kEZ well 
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defined and bounded) for which ((Rk + B;X~+IB~)-‘),,, is well defined and bounded, and for 
Fk = -(I& + B~Xk+lB~)-l(B;Xk+lAk + Li), uk = Fkxk defines a causal stabilizing (anti- 
stabilizing) feedback for (2). One can easily show that Fk defined above equals -vk-‘wk and, 
thus, the Definition 1 is consistent with the usual one concerning the stabilizing (antistabilizing) 
solution to DTRE. 
Conversely, if (6) holds, one cannot necessarily obtain (1). Assume additionally that the 
positivity condition & +Bk*Xk+iBk > 0, v’k E z holds. Then by using, for instance, a Cholesky 
faCtOriZEdiOn one obtains & + &*&+I& = vk*vk. Define wk* + (LI, + Ak*&+iBk)Vk-’ and 
then use (6). Thus, (1) is recovered as can be checked immediately. 
Concerning the stabilizing (antistabilizing) solution to (6), one can prove that if it exists, 
then it is unique. Indeed, if zk is an other stabilizing (antistabilizing) solution and fik is the 
corresponding feedback gain, with a little computation (omitted here), one can show that 
(Ak + BkFk)* (Xk+l - -&+I) (Al, + BkFk) - (xk - .&) = 0. 
Since both (Ak + BkFk)kEZ and (& + Blcflk)kEz define ES (AS) evolutions, the unique bounded 
on Z solution to the above Liapunov equation is XI, - xi, = 0 and the conclusion follows. 
Uniqueness proved above is not only a self-consistent result, but it has also some remarkable 
consequences concerning the nature of the stabilizing (antistabilizing) solution in the case of 
periodic coefficients. To be more specific, assume that the matrix coefficients of the DTRE (6) are 
periodic, i.e., there exists an integer N such that & = Ak+N, Bk = Bk+N, Qk = Qk+N, Lk = 
Lk+N and Rk = R&N, If (Xk)k.z iS a stabilizing (antistabilizing) SOhtiOn, then (Xk+N)&Z 
will be also a stabilizing (antistabilizing ) solution as can be checked immediately. Hence, due to 
uniqueness xk = Xk+N, Vk E z and consequently the stabilizing (antistabilizing) solution, if it 
exists, will be also periodic of the same period N. In the particular case of constant coefficients, the 
stabilizing solution will be also a constant one and DTRE reduces automatically to an algebraic 
matrix equation. I 
Consider now the linear discrete-time-variant system 
xk+l = AU& + BkUk, 
yk = ckxk + DkUk. 
lc E z, 
(7) 
Remember (see for instance [6]) that (‘7) (the pair (&, Bk)kEz ) is said to be uniformly controllable 
if there exists i 2 1 and u > 0 such that 
k-l 
c sk,j+lBjBj*S;,j+l 2 VI, Vk E z. (8) 
j=k-i 
We shall assume for the rest of the paper that the following assumptions hold: 
Al. (Ak)kEz defines an ES evolution. 
A2. (Ak-l)kEZ is well defined and bounded. 
According to Al 
k-l 
yk = (TU)k = c CkSk,i+lBiUi + DkUk, 
ix-m 
vlc E z (9) 
defines a linear bounded input-output operator T : 12(Z,Wm) -+ 12(Z,llP). Here, 12(Z,iR”) 
(n E N -the set of positive integers) stands for the Hilbert space of square summable Rn -valued 
sequences. 
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Now we can state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Assume the system (7) to be uniformly controllable and that it is strictly causal, 
i.e., Dk = 0 WC E Z. Then the following are equivalent 
(1) 
(2) 
PII < 7. 
For Rk = y21, Lk = 0, &k = -Ck*Ck, the KSPY system (1) has both causal stabilizing 
and antistabilizing solutions (Xk, 4, tik)kEZ and (Xk, I’$, Wk)k,-z, respectively, with 22, 
and XI, negative semidefinite and Rk + Bk*Xk+iBk 2 ~01, for all k E z and adequate 
24) > 0. I 
REMARK 2. According to Definition 1, (Xk-l)&Z must be well defined and bounded. Hence, 
item (2) of Theorem 1 implies that there exists vi > 0 such that XI, 5 --VII, k E Z. For the 
causal case, the result stated in Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of the general theory developed 
in [l].The same situation in the time invariant case, but under restricted circumstances, was 
considered in [7]. In the present paper, we shall be involved exclusively in the anticausaZ case 
which, as we shall see later, has distinct features in comparison with the causal one. In order to 
prove Theorem 1, we shall develop a more general theory which intends to point out those facts 
which are specific for the anticausal version of the Popov-Yakubovich theory. 
3. THE REVERSE-TIME KSPY SYSTEM 
In the sequel, the following notations will be used. Let U = (uk)keZ, V = (uk)keZ and 
A = (Ak)kEZ, B = (Bk)kEZ, C = (Ck)kEZ, D = (Dk),,, be two sequences in Rm and four 
matrix sequences Ak E Rw”‘“, Bk E RnX”, ck E ]Wpxn, Dk E RpXm, respectively. De- 
note by u f 21 = (uk -I- uk)kEZ7 Bu. = (BkUk)kEZy CB = (CkBk)kEz7 B* = (&)kEzT and 
A-l = (Ak-l)kEz if _& is invertible for all k E Z. Denote also by 0 the shift operator, 
(gu = (uk+i),&. Then, we have ~(u + w) = uu + CTV, a(Bu) = aBuu and a(CB) = aCaB. A 
matrix sequence, say A, will be called bounded if there exists v such that ]]&]] 5 Y, Vk E Z. If 
U is any Hilbert space and T : U -+ UJ is any linear bounded self adjoint operator, we shall write 
T >> 0 if there exists 6 > 0 such that (u, Tu) 2 ~]Iu]]~, Vu E U. We shall be concerned throughout 
this paper only with bounded matrix sequences. Let 12((- 03, i - 11, IFP) be the Hilbert space of 
square summable sequences u = (‘z&)k<i_l. Rewrite (2) as - 
ax=Ax+Bu. (10) 
Then, for every k E Z, (10) defines a linear bounded operator from 12((-oo, k - l], IF‘) into 
12((-co, k - l],F) x lP 
(11) 
through 
i-l 
pi = (&u)% = c Si,j+lBjuj ilk-1 (12) 
j=-m 
and 
k-l 
L-L$+) = @kth= c Sk,j+l+j, 
j=-00 
(13) 
where&: 12((-oo,k-l],IP) -+ 12((-oo,k-l],IP) andQk : 12((-co,k-l],lP) 48%“. Infact, 
(z$(~~~))~<~ is the unique solution in 12((-oo, k],lP) of (10) for a given u E 12((-00, k - 11, IF) 
and q\kk is the controllability operator. Notice that both (&)keZ and (!I!k)&z are bounded 
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operator sequences. Simple computation shows that the adjoints of LI, and \kk are: 
k-l 
(Lk*+ = 1 &*s;,i+&, i<k-2 and 
j=i+1 
(&*Z)i = 0, fori=k-1, and 
(*k*& = &*S;,i+&, i<k-1, 
with z E 12((-oo, k - l],lF) and < E RF, respectively. 
Let M = (“k)keZ’ MI, = Mk* E lRn x W” be a bounded sequence where 
Mk = Qk Lk 
[ 1 Lk* Rk 
and call C = (A, B; M) or C = (A, B; Q, L, R) a Popov triplet. Associate with C the reverse-time 
Popov (quadratic) functional 
defined for each pair (k,u) E Z x 12((-co, k - l],lRF) with the inner product taken over 
12((-m, k ~ l],iP) x 12((- 00, k ~ l], RF), and the reverse-time KSPY system 
R + B*aXB = (G + B*H)G-l(G + H*B), 
L + A*aXB = A*HG-‘(G + H*B), (15) 
Q + A’oXA - X = A’HG-‘H’A. 
DEFINITION 2. Call (X,G, H), with X = X*, G = G* and both X-’ and G-l well defined 
and bounded, an anticausal stabilizing solution to (15) if (15) is fulfilled for it and A-l(I - BF) 
defines, for 
F = -G-lH*, (16) 
an AES evolution. I 
To be more specific, this means that the anticausal feedback u = Fax makes the system 
x = A-lox - A-lBu (the reverse-time version of (10)) AES. 
Two facts must be now pointed out. The first concerns an equivalent form of (15) which 
will prove its usefulness in the sequel. Indeed, simple computations performed on (15) show the 
equivalence of it with the following system 
R - L*A-lB - B*(A*)-‘L + B*(A*)-l(Q - X)A-‘B = G, 
(A*)-‘(L - (Q - X)A-lB) = H, (17) 
aX + (A*)-l(Q - X)A-1 - HG-‘H* = 0. 
The second fact concerns the so-called “positivity form” of (15), i.e., the KSPY system (1). 
Assume G >> 0 and let V a G1/2 + G-l12H* B and W a G-l12H*A. Then, (15) can be 
rewritten as 
R + B*uXB = V’V, 
L + A’uXB = W*V, (18) 
Q + A*aXA - X = W’W, 
which coincides with (l), and (16) can be expressed in terms of V and W as 
F = -(V - WA-lB)-lWA-l. 
Thus, following Definition 2, we have the following definition. 
W-9 
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DEFINITION 2’. A triplet (X, V, W) satisfying (18) will be called an anticausal stabilizing solution 
to the KSPY system (18) if X = X*, X-l and (V - WA-lB)-l are well defined and bounded, 
and F defined by (19) makes A-‘(I - BF) to define an AES evolution. I 
Notice also that if G and H given by the first two equations (17) are substituted in the last 
one, there results 
oX + (A*)-l(Q - X)A-1 - (A*)-l(L - (Q - X)A-lB)(R - L*A-lB - B*(A*)-‘L 
+ B*(A*)-‘(Q - X)A-lB)-l(L* - B*(A*)-‘(Q - X))A-’ = 0. (20) 
We call (20) the discrete reverse-time Riccati equation (DRTRE). Using (11),(14) can be expressed 
as 
J(k,u) = (%Rku), (21) 
where 
Rk + R + c;L + L*& + L;Q.& = R;. (22) 
Now we can state the two main results of this section. 
THEOREM 2. Let C = (A, B; M) be a Popov triplet. Then, the following assertions are equivalent 
(1) The following hold 
Cal @,?)&Z is well defined and bounded. 
Cb) ((~~~,%) -‘) kEZ is well defined and bounded. 
(2) The reverse time KSPY system (15) (the DRTRE (20)) h as a unique anticausal stabilizing 
solution. I 
THEOREM 3. Let C be the same Popov triplet as in the statement of Theorem 2. Assume ad- 
ditionally that the pair (A, B) is uniformly controllable. Then, the following assertions are 
equivalent 
(1) ??I, >> 0 uniformly with k E z. P31 
(2) The KSPY system (18) h as an anticausal stabilizing solution (X, V, W) with 
X << 0 and G > 0, (24) 
where G is defined by the first equation (17). 
Moreover, if (1) holds, then 
$$ J(k, u) = - (E, xk’t? 
for all (k,J) E Z x lWn. Here, the inner product is taken in I!%“. 
(25) 
I 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
For this purpose, associate with C the system 
az=Aa:+Bu, 
X=Qz+Lu+A*aX, AI, = h (26) 
y = L*x + Ru + B*(TX. 
For each (k,p,u) E Z x IWn x 12((-m,k - l],lRm), y t s s em (26) provides a unique output 
y(“,/+) E I2((_ co, k - 11, Rm). Indeed, let 2 ckvu) be given by (12) which is the unique solution in 
12((-co, k - l],lP) to the first equation (26). For 2 = ~(~3~) and each p E IWn the second 
equation (26) has a unique solution in 12( (-00, k], Rn) and denote by X(“+,“) the restriction of it 
to (-m), k - 11. Then, 
A(“+‘“) = gkp + Sk 
( 
Lu + Q,ck+) 
> 
(27) 
and 
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(CA”‘“‘“)) k_l = /.L, (28) 
where 
k-l 
ilk-1 and i<k-1, 
i 
= s&P, (&Z)i = 1 Sj*.zj, (29) 
j=i 
for all z = (zj)j<k-1 
is the unique output 
LEMMA 1. For each 
E l’((-00, k - 11, P). Hence, 
y(“,& = L*~( ‘1~1 + Ru + B*oX (k+>u) 
mentioned. 
(30) 
(k,p,u) E iZ x EP x l’((-oo,k - l],Bm) and for each i 5 k, we have 
(31) 
with u and y seen in l’((-m,i - l],llP). 
PROOF. Notice first that (3) provides (Lku)j = (&U)j, j 5 i - 1 5 k - 1. Then, using (27) 
and (29) one obtains after simple manipulations 
B*a~(k>‘l+) = ~i*~i(k++) + ,$*L~ + ,$*QLiu (32) 
with u and X(kJ‘>U) restricted to (-co,i - l]. By substituting (12) and (32) in (30), (31) 
follows. I 
We have immediately the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. If (la) and (1 b) in the statement of Theorem 2 hold, then for each (k, <) E Z x IV, 
the following are true 
(1) There exist unique u E 12((-co, k - 11, IF), denoted u(‘Y~), and unique p E IP, denoted 
p(lclc), for which QkU = E and y(k~~~U) = 0. 
(2) Let z(~~C) and X(“lc) be the corresponding solutions ~(‘3~) and X(“+v”), respectively, eval- 
uated for u = u(‘Y~) and p = p(‘lc). Then, 
@,E) = _ (~iRi-l~i*)-l~i(k,E), 
(33) 
&E) = Ri-Qi* @jiRi-Qj) -lziW, 
(34) 
for all i 5 k and all k E Z, and where XkCk”) = < and Xk(“‘) = p(“‘c) (see (13) and (28)). 
PROOF. For i = k, we have from (31) that u = -Rk-‘Qkp zeros the output y(k3fitU). Further, 
with such u one obtains from 6 = 8ku = -@k%&-’ @k*p that p = -(~k&-l~k*)-l[ and term 
it p(‘,c). For such a value the above input becomes 
uCk”) = Rk-‘~k*(~kRk-l~k’)-l~. (35) 
With (35), the relation (31) becomes 0 = RiU(‘y’) + 9i*.A,(“‘). Hence, u(~~E) = -Ri-lQi*Xi(klE). 
But @,zL(~I~) = -9iR~-1Q~*Xi(“VE) = xi(lc~~) (see (3)). By making explicit A,(k’E) from the last 
equality, (33) and (34) follow automatically. I 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that (la) and (1 b) in the statement of Theorem 2 hold. Then there 
exist two bounded sequences X = X* and F, with X unique and X-’ well defined and bounded, 
such that 
(1) X!k’E’ = Xix~k’~‘, i I k, 
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ui (k’S) = Fgr$), i 5 k - 1 for all Ic E Z and < E lRn (z?‘~) = e) .
u = Fux is an anticausal stabilizing control low for the reverse-time version of (lo), that 
is A-l(I - BF) defines an AES evolution. 
For X and F, the following system 
aX + (A*)-l(Q - X)A-’ + HF = 0; H* + GF = 0 
is fulfilled where G and H are defined through the first two equations (17). 
(36) 
PROOF. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Follows directly from Corollary 1 by setting 
Xi LL - (*iR,‘@:)-i ZZ Xzf (37) 
in (33). 
Using (35), it follows that < H (Rk-l~~(PkRk-‘~~)-lE)k_~ defines a linear bounded 
operator F&i : Rn -+ Rm, Vk E z for which uk_ i (Ic”) = F&r<. Clearly, F = (Fk)kEZ is 
bounded. Now using (34), we get ua?f’ = F,_lx~““), i 5 k. 
From the first equation (26), we have ,x(lcvc) = Ax(~,~) + Bu(~~~) which becomes for 
&E) = Fox(“><) , dk,c) = A-l(I - BF)ax ckpf). Since for all (k,c) E Z x Iw”, we have 
x(k)<) E 12((-co, k - l],lW) and ]]x(‘“>C)]]~ 5 p]][]] (with p directly evaluated from (12) 
and (35)), it follows that A-‘(1 - BF) defines an AES evolution (the same arguments as 
in the proof of Proposition 1 in [l] could be used). 
If (1) and (2) p roved above are used, (26) becomes 
x = A-’ (I - BF) crx, 
Xx = Qx + LFax + AuXcrx, 
0 = L*x + RFax + B*cXux, 
for x = x(lc~~). Using the first equation in the next two equations, there results 
[(Q - X)A-l(I - BF) + LF + A*aX] cx = 0, 
[L’A-l(I- BF) + RF + B*gX] ux = 0. 
Since (o~)~_i = < and the pair (k, c) is arbitrary taken in Z x IR", it follows that both 
operator coefficients of ox in the above system equal zero. From here, simple manipulations 
led to (36). To prove the uniqueness for X, assume that (36) is fulfilled for another pair 
(X,$‘) for which A-l(I - BF) defines an AES evolution. Then, simple manipulations 
show that 
(A-l(~-~E))*(X-X)A-l(I-~F)-o(X-X) =o. 
Hence, X - X = 0. Thus, the proof ends. I 
Assume again that (la) and (lb) in Theorem 2 both hold and consider, for F introduced in 
Proposition 1, the following system 
ax=Ax+Bu, v=-Faxfu. (38) 
For each k E Z, such a system defines a linear bounded operator Nk : l”((-oo, k - 11, Rm) --+ 
12((-co, k - l],LW) x lRn as 
Nk’u = Sk 
[ 1 *k 
U, (39) 
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where sku k v = -Fox(“~“) + u = -Fa(&u) + u. Notice also that iVF1 : 12((-co, k - 11, Wm) x 
Wn --+ 12((-oo, k - l],IRm) is well defined and bounded as follows by inverting (38), that is 
x = A-l(I - BF)ax + &, xk = & u=Fox+w, 
and where A-l(I--BF) defines an AES evolution as (3) of Proposition 1 asserts. Clearly, (Nk)kEZ 
and (Nor),,, are bounded. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that (la) and (lb) in Theorem 2 hold. Then for G and X defined by the 
first equation (17) and by (37), respectively, we have 
(1) N; ; 
[ 1 
_; Nk =Rk, Vk E Z 
k 
(2) G-’ is well defined and bounded. 
PROOF. 
(1) 
(2) 
(40) 
Using (39), it can immediately be seen that (40) is equivalent to 
S;GSk = RI, + \k;XkQk. (41) 
To prove (41), it suffices to show that both sides of (41) generate the same quadratic 
functional. Let any u E 12( (- co, k - l],lW) and write (u,SiGSku) = (Sk?&, GSku) = 
(-Fc~a:+u,G(-FcTx+u)). N ow using (36), it can be shown by direct computation, that 
the last inner product in the above chain of equalities equals (IJ, (%& + @;Xk!&k)U). The 
details are omitted. 
From (40), we can write 
[: -ik] [;] 
= (N;)-%kN;l 
[;] 
for arbitrary (u, 5) E 12( -00, k - I], BP) x Wn. By taking t = 0, (42) yields 
IIG 
U 
(N,)-?itkN,-’ o [ Ill 2 
(42) 
where 0 < 60 = & with 11%-1]] I 6 and llNkl[ 5 u, 6,u>O. SinceG=G*,the 
inequality (43) p roves that G-r is well defined and bounded. I 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2. Thus, for (1) =+ (2), first use (2) of Lemma 2, eliminate, 
via (16), F in (36), and obtain (17) which is equivalent to (15). Then apply Proposition 1. For 
(2) + (l), use (1) of Lemma 2 and obtain the validity of (la). For (lb), again use (1) of the cited 
lemma and the explicit form (39) for Nk, and obtain 
G-r 0 1 [ &t&t,, -‘s; = @&-‘S; S &-‘~; 0 -x,-l @,&-l@I; ’ I 
By identifying the (2,2) block entries of each side of this equality, the conclusions follows. 
Now, we can also prove Theorem 3. (1) 3 (2). Using (l), we have Rk-’ >> 0 uniforml: 
with respect to k E Z. Hence, (u,RkM1 u) 2 S]]u]lx, S > 0 and all u E 12((-oo, k - l],Rm). 
Consequently, 
where the existence of u > 0 is due to the uniform controllability assumption.Thus, Rk >> 0 and 
@kRk-lql, > 0, I*-liformly with respect to k E i?l. Hence, both (la) and (lb) of Theorem 2 
hold. By applying .nis theorem in conjunction with (40), the inequalities (24) follow. As G >> 0, 
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system (15) can be converted into the “positivity” form (18), as formerly has been shown, and 
the conclusion follows. (2) + (1) follows directly from (40) and the equivalence of (15) with (18) 
in this case. 
To prove the last part of the theorem, introduce the Lagrange function (see [S]) 
By zeroing the Frechet derivative of F with respect to u, one obtains u = -Rk-r@& Using the 
terminal condition !@ku = [, p is eliminated and the conclusion follows. Note that the minimum 
is obtained for u = u(lclt) given by (35). I 
5. +/-CONTRACTING SYSTEMS AND PROOF 
OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Consider the linear system (A, B, C, D), i.e., crx = Ax + Bu, y = Cx + Du. Since A defines 
an ES evolution, such a system defines, as we already mentioned in Section 2, a linear bounded 
input-output operator T : 12(Z,IWm) --t 12(Z,lIV’). If llTl/ < y we shall say that the above system 
is a y-contracting one. Then, we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 4. If the uniform controllability condition imposed in Theorem 3 holds, then the 
following assertions are equivalent 
(1) IlTll < Y. 
‘(2) ForQ = -C*C, L = -C*D and R = y21 - D* D, the KSPY system (18) has an anticausal 
stabilizing solution (X, V, W) with X < 0 and G > 0, where G is given by the first 
equation (17), for Q, L, R defined above. 
PROOF. (1) + (2). Let L : 12(iZ, E-P) + 12(Z, RF) be defined by 
k-l 
(Lu)k = c Sk,i+l&Ui. 
Consider also the system (26), where the initial condition for the second equation is omitted. 
Such a system defines a linear bounded operator u H y on 12(Z, RF). More exactly, y = Ru 
where 
as follows by proceeding as in Lemma 1. Further, simple computation shows that R can be 
written in the reduced form R = fi + L*L: + JZ*~ where fi 2 R + B’aXB and z A L + A*a%B 
and where X is the unique bounded on Z solution to A*a%A - Y? + Q = 0. Note now that 
Lk = PF13PF where PF is the orthogonal projection of 12(iZ, W’) onto 12((-oa, k - 11, IF) for any 
positive integer T. Thus &, defined by (12), is the anticausal Toeplitz operator associated with f. 
at k. Consequently, we can write PLRPF = h + i*& + .c;i. Let %k A PLRPF. Hence, 721, is 
exactly the operator (27) associated with the reduced Popov triplet 2 = (A, B; 0, L, fi). Returning 
now to the system (A, B, C, D), one can easily prove that y2]]u]]i - ]]g]]X = (u, Ru) Vu E 12(Z, RF), 
or equivalently, y21 - T*T = R where ‘R is associated C = (A, B; -C’C, -C*D,y21 - D*D) 
or to the reduced triplet 2 = (A, B;O, -C*D - A*a_%B,y21 - D*D - Bc_%B) and where X 
is the solution to A*aJ?A - x + C*C = 0. Since (1) holds, it follows that 7’1 - T’T >> 0 + 
PL (y21 - T*T)P; >> 0 =S PiRPi > 0 + Rk > 0 uniformly with respect to k E %. By now 
applying Theorem 3, it follows that the KSPY system 
y21 - D’D - B*aa%B + B*aXB = V*V, 
-C*D - A*oa%B + B*aXB = W*V, (44) 
A*aXA - X = W*W 
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has an anticausal stabilizing solution (X, V, W) with X < 0 and G > 0 where G is given by 
the first equation (17) for Q = 0, L = -C*D - A*a_%B and R = y21 - D*D - B*oxB. Since 
X >_ 0, X - X << 0. Hence, if we renote (abusively) X - X also by X, then (44) will provide 
exactly the KSPY system (18) associated with Q = -C*C, L = -C*D and R = y21 - D*D, 
that is, for the initial data specified in the statement of the theorem. 
For (2) + (l), again use Theorem 3. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. As we already mentioned, we are dealing only with the anticausal case. 
(1) + (2). By applying Theorem 4 (for D = 0), it follows that for R = y21, L = 0, Q = -C*C, 
the KSPY system (18) written now as 
y21 + B*aXB = V*V, 
A*aXB = W*V, (45) 
-C*C + A*aXA - X = W*W, 
has an anticausal stabilizing solution (X, V, W) with X << 0 and G >> 0 where G is given by the 
first equation (17). Note also that, in this case, the reverse-time KSPY system (17), i.e., 
y21 + B*(A*)-l(Q - X)A-lB = G, 
-(A*)-l(Q - X)A-lB = H, (46) 
Q - X + A*aXA - A*HG-lH*A = 0, 
where Q = -C*C, has an anticausal stabilizing solution (X, G, H). 
By using the first two equations (46), simple computations show that we have 
A*HG-‘H*A = (y21 + (Q - X)A-‘BB’(A’)-l)-l(Q - X)A-‘BB* (A*)-’ (Q - X). (47) 
Premultiplying both sides of the last equation (46) by y21+ (Q-X)A-lBB*(A*)-‘, one obtains 
with (47) 
A* = (X - Q)A-’ ((ox)-’ + y2BB*). (48) 
Hence, (0X)-’ + ye2BB* has a bounded inverse. Therefore, (@X)-l + y2BB*)-l = (ox)-’ 
(I +ym2BB*oX)-l, and consequently, (y21 + B*aXB)-1 is well defined and bounded. As y2 I + 
B*aXB 2 0 (see the first equation (45)), clearly y21+B*aXB >> 0, and consequently, V-l is well 
defined and bounded as it follows from the first equation (45). Following Definition 2’, A-l(I - 
BF) defines, for F = -(V - WA-lB)-lWA-l, an AES evolution. But simple computations 
show that 
A-l(I - BF) = (A- BV-‘W)-‘. (49) 
Hence, A- BV-l W defines an AS evolution and consequently (X, V, W) is really an antistabilizing 
solution to (45). 
(2) + (1). Since y21-B*aXB >> 0, it follows that V-l is well defined and bounded. Therefore, 
(49) is also true. Hence, (X, V, W) is an anticausal stabilizing solution to (45). By now applying 
Theorem 4, the conclusion follows. I 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
An extended time-variant discrete version of the theory discussed in [3] is presented in the 
general terms of the reverse time KSPY system. In fact, the theoretical framework exposed 
in [l] is now applied to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the anticausal 
stabilizing solution to the reverse time KSPY system in a very general setting. Applications of 
these results to characterize, in KSPY terms, the contracting property of a uniformly controllable 
and internally stable system are also presented and must be viewed as the leading motivation of 
this paper. Further applications of the above-developed theory may be found in [9]. 
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